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Starting a business has always been part
of the American dream. But too often
that dream dissolves into the nightmare
of dealing with complex and burdensome state business taxes.
Where a business chooses to locate can
have a big impact on its tax bite. Some
states tax businesses lightly and simply,
letting companies focus on serving customers rather than
filling out tax forms.
Other states levy
complex and punitive business taxes,
swamping business
owners with high
tax bills and reams
of paperwork.
So where are
America’s best and
worst business taxes?
One answer comes from the Tax
Foundation’s newly-released 2008 State
Business Tax Climate Index. The Index
ranks how “business friendly” the 50 state
tax systems are, providing a roadmap for
lawmakers who want to keep their taxes
competitive.
According to this year’s ranking,
Wyoming has the nation’s simplest
and best designed business tax system.
They’re followed closely by the highquality tax systems in South Dakota,
Nevada, Alaska and Florida.

In contrast, the nation’s most poorly
designed business tax system is found
in Rhode Island, followed by New Jersey,
New York, California and Ohio.

Competing for Companies

According to the study, state lawmakers who
ignore business taxes do so at their own peril.
“There’s no question that states are
competing with
one another for
companies, jobs, and
people,” said Tax
Foundation economist Curtis Dubay,
co-author of the
Index. “Taxes matter
to businesses, and
the states with better
business tax climates
will reap the rewards.”
Keeping a state competitive in today’s global market can be
difficult, but there is one factor lawmakers
have direct control over: the quality of
state tax systems. The Tax Foundation’s
Index measures how well a state’s tax
system encourages investment by maintaining a broad tax base and low rates.
“States need to constantly be on the lookout for ways to improve their business tax
climate,” said Dubay. “If they’re standing
still, they’re losing ground to states actively
improving their climates.”
continued on page 6
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Throughout the early part of the 2008 presidential campaign, the class-warfare rhetoric of the candidates has
become shriller by the day. The drum beat of rhetoric from
several of the major candidates is that the “rich are getting
richer” and, thanks to the pro-growth 2001 and 2003 tax
cuts, “the rich are not paying their fair share of taxes.”
While the mainstream press may reprint these nostrums without question, constant repetition does not make them true.
The latest data from the IRS refute the myth that “the
rich don’t pay taxes.” While the incomes of top-earning
Americans have grown since the 2001 recession, their share of the income tax
burden has hit a record level of 39.4 percent of all income taxes paid. By contrast,
during the last year of the Clinton administration—when America’s income tax was
supposedly “fairer” due to a top tax rate of 39.6 percent compared to today’s 35 percent rate—the wealthiest 1 percent of taxpayers paid 37 percent of the tax burden.
That means “the rich” today are paying two full percentage points more of the
federal income tax burden than in 2000.
At the other end of the income scale, the bottom half of taxpayers—those earning
below $30,881—pay just 3 percent of the federal income tax burden. That’s nearly
a percentage point less than they did in 2000, despite their share of the nation’s
income being roughly the same as it was seven years ago.
The real story about the nation’s income tax is one you’re not likely to hear in the
mainstream media: the number of Americans knocked off the tax rolls by the Bush
tax cuts. In 2000, roughly 29 million taxpayers had zero income tax liability after
taking their credits and deductions. Today, that number stands at 43 million, a 50
percent increase in the number of “nonpayers.”
The data show that the federal income tax burden is now so tilted toward upperincome Americans that the wealthiest 1 percent pay a greater share of the tax
burden than the bottom 90 percent combined. That means the top 1 percent pay
more than every American household earning less than $100,000 combined.
To give some perspective, imagine if the residents of the State of Hawaii paid a
greater share of the income tax burden than every other U.S. state combined
except for California. That’s a lot of taxes.
It’s easy for politicians to demagogue “the rich” when they are left as an abstraction.
But our research shows the vast majority of upper-income households are dualincome married couples, and those with business income. Aren’t those families and
entrepreneurs the two groups politicians claim to value most in society?
If many of the 2008 presidential candidates have their way, those two groups—
dual-income couples and business owners—will be the only Americans left paying
income taxes at all.
			

Sincerely,

			

Scott A. Hodge

Study: Top One
Percent Pay
More Income
Tax than
Bottom Ninety

“The federal
tax code
imposes very
high burdens
on the highest
earners.”

Do America’s wealthy pay their fair share
of taxes? Most politicians say they don’t.
But a new Tax Foundation study of IRS
tax returns shows the highest-earning
Americans pay an overwhelmingly large
share of the nation’s income tax burden.
According to the study, America’s richest
25 percent of taxpayers paid about 86
percent of all federal income taxes in
2005, despite earning only 67 percent of
the nation’s income.
The highest-earning 1 percent alone—
those earning more than $364,657—paid
a staggering 39.4 percent of all federal
income taxes, despite earning just 21
percent of the nation’s income. That
means the top 1 percent
of tax returns paid about
the same amount of federal
income tax as the bottom
95 percent of tax returns
combined.
“These new data overturn
the widespread misconception that high-earners in
America don’t pay federal
income taxes,” said Tax
Foundation President
Scott A. Hodge. “The
federal tax code today
is heavily skewed toward imposing very
high tax burdens on high earners.”

More Income, More Taxes

The new study uses the most recent
tax data from the IRS to explore many
misconceptions about who pays federal
income taxes in America.
Despite tax cuts in 2001 and 2003, federal
income tax burdens are on the rise again.
The study shows the average tax rate for
all returns went from 11.9 percent in 2003
to 12.5 percent in 2005.
“Even though there was no significant
tax legislation in 2005, average income

tax burdens increased as they always do
when the U.S. economy grows,” said Tax
Foundation economist Gerald Prante,
author of the new study.
The study also shows the federal income
tax code remains highly progressive,
despite the often-repeated claim that
the 2001 and 2003 tax cuts reduced tax
progressivity. The data show the average
tax rate in 2005 ranged from 3 percent of
income for the bottom half of earners, to
23 percent for the richest 1 percent.

Payers and Non-Payers

In 2005 there were about 132.6 million
tax returns filed. However, the new
report shows only 90.6 million of those
tax returns actually paid taxes to the
U.S. Treasury. That leaves 42 million tax
returns that used exemptions, deductions
and tax credits to completely wipe out
their federal income tax liability.
“In 2005, roughly 42 million tax filers got
back every dollar the federal government
withheld from their paychecks and more,”
said Hodge. “This is the result of refundable tax credits like the Earned Income
Tax Credit, which turn taxpayers into
‘tax receivers.’”
The report also shows how the growing
U.S. economy has changed the nation’s
income distribution. Incomes grew across all
income groups in 2005. However, just as top
earners suffered the biggest pay cuts during
the 2001 recession, they’ve also gained the
most as the economy has rebounded.
“There is a common misperception that
America’s wealthy don’t pay much federal
income taxes,” said Hodge. “This new
study completely overturns that myth.”
Read the full study, “Summary of Latest
Federal Individual Income Tax Data,” online
at www.taxfoundation.org/publications/
show/250.html.

Tax Fact:

Share of federal income taxes paid by the highest-earning one percent
in 2005: 39.4 percent.
Share paid by the bottom ninety percent: 29.7 percent
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Should
America Raise
the Federal
Gas Tax?
“Gas taxes
should only
be raised
after wasteful
road spending
is cut.”

America has long enjoyed lower gas
taxes than most industrialized countries.
But that may change soon if two recent
proposals for higher gas taxes in Congress
are enacted.
One proposal from Rep. John Dingell
(D-MI) would boost gas taxes to cut
greenhouse gas emissions. Another from
Rep. Jim Oberstar (D-MN) aims to raise
more money for infrastructure in light of
the Minneapolis bridge collapse in August.
But according to a new Tax Foundation
report, lawmakers have some questions
to answer about current spending priorities before raising the gas tax.
“Are America’s current transportation
spending priorities out of whack? In short,
yes,” said Tax Foundation economist
Gerald Prante, author of the new report.
The report says gas taxes should be set
based on the nation’s infrastructure
needs, and only raised when those needs
grow. Unfortunately, many gas tax dollars today aren’t spent on priorities like
bridges and highways. Instead, they’re
spent on politically popular earmarks
such as flower plantings, visitor centers
and road-naming ceremonies.
“If Congress is spending
current gas tax dollars on
low-priority boondoggles,
it’s easy to see why voters
would oppose higher gas
taxes,” said Prante.

What’s the Federal Role?

The report also examines
whether the federal
government’s role in transportation justifies a higher
gas tax.
“The nation’s interstate
highway system was built with federal
dollars, but that doesn’t mean it must
always be maintained with federal dollars
in the future,” said Prante.
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Under the current system, repairing
a highway in Nebraska is paid for by
taxpayers in New York, California and
elsewhere who buy gas but will never
drive on the road. Those repairs may be
better funded with state and local tax
dollars rather than a hike in the federal
gas tax.
The report notes that some argue that
funding roads with local dollars would
leave some states with too few roads
thanks to sparse populations. But many
also believe that it’s only fair for those
states to pay their own way.
“Why should a person driving in an
urban location be forced to subsidize
the transportation of those driving in
rural locations?” said Prante. “If the
answer is that they shouldn’t, then
local dollars should be the main funding
source for roads and the federal government’s role should be minimal.”

Gas Tax Fairness

Originally, federal gas taxes were designed as a user fee for drivers—the more
you drive, the more you pay. But thanks
to more fuel-efficient cars on the road,
gasoline use isn’t as good of a measure
of road use as it once was.
“When you have wide-ranging fuel use
by otherwise similar cars, those with less
fuel efficiency end up paying more for
the same road use,” said Prante. “That
weakens the link between infrastructure
needs and gas taxes.”
Ultimately, the report suggests lawmakers
should take a closer look at the status quo.
“It’s common sense that we should examine the current gas tax before proposing
an increase,” said Prante. “Unfortunately,
few in Congress have really examined
whether the current gas tax is necessary,
proper and prudent.”
Read the full study, “Questions to Ask Before
Raising the Federal Gas Tax,” online at www.
taxfoundation.org/publications/show/22571.html

K–12 Schools
Growing More
Dependent
on Federal
Government

America’s elementary and high schools
are growing more dependent on federal
government dollars than ever, according
to a new Tax Foundation study.
The report finds the federal government
has been commandeering a larger role in
local education in recent years, and this
trend has been fueled by the January
2002 passage of the “No Child Left
Behind Act.”
In 1999, America’s public school districts
received an average of $578 per pupil
from the federal government. By 2004,
that number had skyrocketed to $919—
a 60-percent increase in five years.
“Local schools have
traditionally been funded
by local dollars,” said Tax
Foundation economist
Gerald Prante, author of
the new study. “But K–12
education has become
much more reliant on
Uncle Sam in the last
few years.”

Growing Federal Influence

“Local
schools have
traditionally
been funded
by local
dollars–but not
anymore.”

In dollar amounts, school
systems in Alaska led the
nation in dependence
on federal dollars, receiving $2,283
per student. North Dakota, South
Dakota and New Mexico also received
amounts much larger than average. New
Hampshire was the least dependent
state, receiving just $613 per student
from the federal government.
Another way of looking at the trend is to
ask which states have seen their federal
dependence grow most quickly. Since
1999, Kansas’s federal assistance per pupil
has grown the fastest with an 88 percent
increase. Nebraska was second with a
68 percent increase. Hawaii (66%), New
Hampshire (63%), and Nevada (62%) also
increased their federal assistance rapidly.
“Despite the massive surge of local property tax revenue from the recent housing
boom, growth in federal assistance to local
schools outpaced local dollars,” said Prante.
In 1999 school districts relied on the
federal government for 7.3 percent of

their revenue. By 2004 that number had
risen to 9.2 percent. To put that surge
of federal money in context, the report
shows that school districts received $428
per student during the 1984 school year,
$578 in 1999 and $919 in 2004.

Which States Spend Most?

The report also found vast differences
in education spending levels throughout
the states. New Jersey’s per pupil spending is $14,117, compared to the national
average of $8,701. Utah spends just
$5,216 per pupil.
School spending has grown faster in some
states than others. For example, Maine’s
education spending was 37th per pupil
in 1984, but by 2004 it was 9th highest.
In New Hampshire, courts mandated
higher education spending which boosted
per-pupil spending from 26th highest to
13th. States with the slowest growth in
education spending were Washington,
Colorado and Oregon.
“Our new report raises the question: Is
the federal government too involved
in local K–12 education?” said Prante.
Conservatives have long argued that
the federal government should be less
involved in local education decisions,
while others argue that more needs to
be done in Washington.
“Regardless of your view about the
proper federal role, the numbers show
that Washington, D.C. is playing a
much greater role in the education of
America’s youth,” said Prante. “And this
impact is growing every year.”
Read the full study, “K–12 Spending
More Reliant on Federal Government Since
No Child Left Behind Act,” online at
www.taxfoundation.org/publications/
show/22519.html.

Tax Fact:

Highest median property taxes
in 2006: $7,999 per year in
Hunterdon County, New Jersey
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Business Taxes With labor and capital more mobile
matter to businesses, and states with the
(continued from than ever, states need to have tax systems most competitive tax systems will enjoy an
advantage over neighboring states when
page 1) that are competitive in attracting busi-

“Good state
tax systems
have low tax
rates and treat
all taxpayers
the same.”

ness investment.
“In the global competition for jobs, no
state can afford to be saddled with a tax
system that unduly punishes new business
investment,” said Tax Foundation Senior
Tax Counsel Chris Atkins, co-author of
the new study.
Examples of companies choosing
between states for tax reasons are plentiful. For example, in 2005 Intel built a
multi-billion dollar chip making facility
in Arizona due to its favorable corporate
income tax system. And California
has long struggled to retain businesses
within its borders because Nevada
provides a low-tax alternative.
Anecdotes like these reinforce what
we know from economic theory: taxes
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courting jobs and investment.
“The goal of the Index is to focus lawmakers on good tax fundamentals in
their states rather than short-term tax
gimmicks designed to temporarily lure
high-profile companies, baseball teams,
and auto plants,” said Dubay.

How We Rank the States

The State Business Tax Climate Index is
designed to measure the quality of each
state’s tax system so lawmakers, the media
and the public alike can gauge how their
state compares to other states. They can
also use it to pinpoint tax changes that
move toward more sensible business taxes.
“Good state tax systems levy low rates on
the broadest bases possible, and they treat
all taxpayers the same,” said Dubay.
Variation in the tax treatment of different
industries favors some economic activities
over others. According to the study, the
more riddled a tax system is with these
politically-motivated preferences, the more
the tax code is likely to interfere with good
business decisions.
The State Business Tax Climate Index
ranks states based on the taxes that
matter most to businesses and business
investment: corporate tax, individual
income tax, sales tax, unemployment
tax and property tax. The states are
scored on these taxes, and the scores are
weighted based on the relative importance or impact of the tax to a business.
“Generally the Index rewards tax codes
that are neutral,” said Dubay. “This makes
tax law simpler and more transparent and
avoids double taxation.”
The Index has been published yearly by the
Tax Foundation since 2003. The full report
includes historical data showing how the
states have changed their rankings over time.
“Our hope is that as more lawmakers
become aware of the Index, the nation
will enjoy better state tax policy as a
result,” said Atkins.
Read the full study, “2008 State Business Tax
Climate Index,” online at www.taxfoundation.
org/publications/show/22658.html.
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Promoting Sound Tax Policy in the Courts
In September the Tax
Foundation continued
fighting for sound tax
policy by filing two
amicus briefs with the
U.S. Supreme Court.
In the first case, Staff
IT, Inc. v. United
States, the Tax
Foundation’s brief
supported a struggling
small business against
the IRS. Current law
permits struggling
firms in extreme
cases to postpone
the remittance of
payroll taxes without
incurring draconian
penalties, but in this case the IRS
decided to impose the maximum
penalties.

“If that ruling stands, troubled small
business that owe both taxes and creditors will end up paying neither,” said
Tax Foundation attorney Chris Atkins.
In the second case, Kentucky Dep’t of
Revenue v. Davis, the Tax Foundation’s
brief supports two Kentucky residents
who face tax penalties from the
Kentucky government for investing in
municipal bonds from other states.
Kentucky punishes out-of-state
investment by taxing interest on
non-Kentucky bonds. The Tax
Foundation brief argues this violates
the Commerce Clause of the U.S.
Constitution.
“Kentucky’s law imposes a tax on
out-of-state activity, but leaves identical
in-state activity untaxed,” said Atkins.
“We believe that is not only unconstitutional, but is also poor tax policy.”

Read the full text of the briefs online at www.taxfoundation.org/news/show/22639.html.

Tax Foundation’s Media Impact
This winter, the Tax Foundation continued shaping the debate over taxes in
Washington, D.C. and across the country. Our studies—and our talented team
of economists who write them—have been featured in news reports nationwide.
Television: Tax Foundation economist Gerald Prante appeared on public
television in western New York to discuss why New Yorkers pay the nation’s
highest property taxes. The report that revealed those findings was
highlighted on TV stations across New York and New Jersey.
Radio: On the morning of the release of the 2008 State Business Tax
Climate Index, Tax Foundation economist Curtis Dubay was on the radio
in 11 states. Add to that an interview done with CBS News Radio, and
listeners across America heard about state tax competitiveness.
Print: The Tax Foundation has been featured in the nation’s top newspapers
in recent weeks, including the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, New York
Post, and the Washington Post. We’ve also been featured in local papers from the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution to the Zanesville Times Recorder in Ohio.
Online: As more people turn to the internet for news, the Tax Foundation
has engaged this medium as well. Our blog and podcasts receive a steady
flow of online visits, and our studies are routinely discussed on the web’s
most popular economics and policy blogs.
Learn more about the Tax Foundation’s media impact at www.taxfoundation.org/press/.
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Take Advantage of
Expiring Charitable
Gift Rules

In 2006, President Bush signed into
law new tax incentives for charitable
gifts of up to $100,000 from donors
who are 70½ or older.
The Pension Protection Act of 2006
encourages financial support of the
good work done by charitable organizations like the
Tax Foundation. Under
the new law, you can make
charitable gifts using funds
from your individual retirement accounts (IRAs)
without tax complications.

But don’t delay—time is running out
to take advantage of this special tax
provision. The provision expires on
December 31, 2007, so rollovers can
only be made until the end of this year.
As a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt educational
organization, the Tax Foundation relies
on voluntary tax-deductible contributions from concerned taxpayers across
the country. Your generous financial
gift assures that our research and
publications will continue to shape
sound tax policy in America—for the
good of future generations of taxpayers,
as well as our own.

For more information on how to take advantage of the expiring Pension
Protection Act provisions, please contact your tax professional or Lisa Hazlett
at the Tax Foundation at (202) 464-5110 or hazlett@taxfoundation.org

“Time is running out to take advantage
of this special tax provision.”
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